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Abstract. File designs suitable for retrieval from a file of k-letter words when queries may be 
only martially specified are examined. A class of PMF-tries is introduced which admits closed 
form analysis of worst case bounds and average case performance. The worst case bounds 
obtained are seen to be bounds on the worst case performance of even larger families of 
PMF-designs which have no closed form worst case bounds. The implementation of these designs 
requires storage essentially equal to that required of the records them!,elves. 
This paper is concerned with data base design for retrieval based upon secondary 
keys; that is, keys which cannot in general uniquely identify a record but can 
indica-ie certain attributes of the associated record. Partial-match retrieval deal!; 
with accessing and reading those recxds of a file which match the user’s query 
although the query rlay be only partially specified; such retrieval problems are 
often referred to as associative access and inversion retrieval problems. Studies 
related to the present discussion may be found in the papers of Bentley [l], 
and Burkhard [2 , Burkhard [3-g], Dubost and Trousse [ll], Finkel and Bcntleq 
[1 and Rivest r19-211 as well as Knuth [18]. 
ve family of PNIF designs, the designs7 was introchced 
[9]. The analysis of t 
centage Wise) representation 
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non-uniform distribution of labels is *moot and the ABDs actually possess very good 
worst case performance figures. Evidently, the implementation ease and efficiency 
4 the retrieval algorithms for the designs pvesented here may be traded for slightly 
better worst case performance within the AED designs. MoioS;over, our discussion 
of data base design issues will not be limited to binary valued keys. Access 
algorithms are presented within the paper. 
1. TemincPlogy : files, queries, designs and complexity 
A record R is defined to be an order k-tuple (r,, r2, r3,. . . , r!J of values. Each 
coordinate of the k -tuple is referred to as a key and we assume that each key takes 
a value in X where the cardinality of 2 is p + 2 for natural number p. Let Rk 
denote the set of all valid records; the cardinality of Rk is (j3 + 2)k. A file F is a 
subset of Rk ; there are 2(F+2)” possible files. Our discussion is not applicable to the 
attribute-value pair record paradigm of Hsaio and Harary [16]. 
Let Q denote the set of queries the information system is to handle. 0ur interest 
centers upon partial-match queries Q, in which t keys are specified and k - t keys 
are unspecified; the unspecified keys are replaced with the special place-holding 
symbol *. Notice that 
C’ = IJ Qi 
Osisk 
in our case; usually file designs only handle queries in Qk. For a given file F, the 
subset q(F) for query ci E Q denotes th e d esired subset of records in F. For 
partial-match query 4 = @, . . . , gk), q(F) denotes the subset of records r = 
(II, l l l z rk) in F such that ri = qi for those qi in 2. 
For exampbe, suppose that file F consists of the binary words 1100, 1110, 0011, 
1010, 1111. The response to query 1~0 is the set of records with keys 1100, 1110, 
and 1010 while the response to query II00 is the set of records with key 1100. A 
sample non-binary application might be a crossword puzzle dictionary where a 
typical query might require locating all words of the form m * t ** ; that is, match, 
atey, matin, matte, metal, meter, metif, metol, metre, mitis, $mitre, mothy, motif, 
motor, motte, motto, mut&, etc. 
cuhy of performing a particular task on a computer is usually measured 
in terms of the amount of time required. 
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1. this is a predominate factor in the total time required 
and 
2. the amount of information transferred per access is a constant. 
Consequently, tSra= total search time is approximately a linear function of the total 
number of accesses to secondary storage. A bucket is an area df secondary storage 
7~ hich is accessible in unit time and difficulty will be measured in terms of buckets. 
2”~ amount of stora e space required is not considered, however, for all 
9cschemes considered here, the storage space is very close to the minimal amount 
acquired to store the records themselves. 
A fire design is a method for storing or recording a file on some physical medium-n. 
There are many possible encodmgs of a file given the storage medium; a retried 
scheme is an algorithm for’accessing and reading part of the egzoded file in order to 
produce the response to a quer). The datcz base design problem is to determine a 
gocd data structure given the fii ‘c, the ns&dium, the queries to be handled, and the 
complexity measures. 
An ordered t-ar:’ tree T is a finite set of nodes which is either empty or consists of 
a distinguished nfddc: refelrred to as the root aind t disjoint ordered t-aay trees 
TI, TZ, = l l , Tt tailed the first, second, . . . , mcl tth subtreees of the root. The level 
l(nl of node n in a binary tree is defined as one l.ess than the number of nodes in the 
path from the node to the root including both the node and the root. Thus, the root 
is at level 0 etc. The notion of path length coincides with this definition of level 
where path length is taken to be the number of edges in a path. An inzmeckiate or 
direct descendent/ancestor of a node is another node with exactly one edge 
between the nodes 
2. Partial-mate 
The family of partial-match design given here is the basis for the study within the 
paper. 
nition. Let p and k 2 w be natural numbers. A parti&matc&1 file (k, w, p) 
design is a tablle with k columns, b = (/3 + 2)” rows with entries called digits over 
r U {*) such that 
(i) each TOW contains exactly w digits and k - w asterisks, 
(ii) given arr y two rows there exists at Beast one column in which t 
contain differing digi 
FVe shall refer to su esigns or as F(k w, 
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0 1 2 3 +- bit positions 
0 0 0 0 * 
1 0 0 1 * 
bucket 2 0 1 0 * 
addresses 
3 0 1 1 * 
4 1 0 0 * +- PMF tableau 
5 1 0 1 * 
6 1 10 ** 
7 1 1 1 * 
ucket 0 would contain all records of the file with the ki:ys 0000 or 0001; here each 
b:cicket can contain at most two distinct records. If query q = 1~00 is to be 
responded to, then records of buckets 4 and 6 must be inspected; note there 
may be records e two buckets which are not in q(F). However, all of the 
relevant records will be in only these two buckets. 
In general., the first condition for BMF designs ensures that each bucket has the 
same maximrdm size while the second condition guarantees that distinct buckets will 
each PMF design induces a scatter function which maps keys’to 
designs have the property that all buckets contain records in a 
ic; that is, each bucket contains records of the form 
where each is a nonempty subset of 2. 
e designate the worst case behavior of a particular PMF design as w(t); that is, 
o(t) is the maximum number of buckets consulted in the esign to retrieve the 
desired records for any query q in Q, for 0 6 t S k. More er, we designate the 
worst case behavior of the nth PMF dt+ in a particular family of designs as 
n a similar manner, other m ,arameters may be appended to o as the XX? 
arises. The worst case ante for the previous file design is given below. 
0 12 3 4, 
axi 
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1. each leaf node corresponds to exactly cm bucket, 
ecifies an attribute position j (1 s j G ) such that j has 
ny node on the the root of th ree to the node, 
ode specifies attribute j, then the ith subtrie (I G i G p + 2) of the node 
to all records of the no with the digit i E 2 for attribute j. 
designs to be studied in e paper will be viewed as tries. Evidently, 
st described by de la riandias [lo], Fredkin [ 131, and Gwenhenberger 
mately twenty five years ago; nuth [18] and Rivest [20] are more 
sources for tries. As Lemma 2.1 shows, every -trie corresponds to a 
design in an obvio 
Let p and m 3 n be natural numbers. An (m, n, _P) PMF-trie induces a 
f. Condition 2 of the PMF-trie definition ensures that each path from a bucket 
to the root of the PMPtric will not contain duplicate attributes. ssociate a string 
in (IS U {*})” with each bucker path by traversing each path from the bucket to the 
t as follows. The Ztial current node is the leaf node. f the current node is the 
irect son of its parent node with attribute j then an i is inserted into position j
of the string. The parent of the current node becomes the next current node and we 
continue in this manner until the parent of the root is requested. t that juncture, 
all other positions of the string become a “*“. This procedure is carried out for each 
of the (p + 2)” buckets. The resulting (/3 f 2)” strings constitute the rows for a 
leau which is easily seen to be a PMF(m, n, /3) design. 0 
esign in a rather straightforward manner; h 
-trie designs. As ~II example of such a P 
F(4.3,O) design of Rivest and Knuth [19, 181 given below. 
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which generalize the PMP designs previously given by Burkhard [3-g] as well as 
Dubost and Trdausse [ 1 I]. 
Definition. For numbers ~1, a and /3, the family of Hop (n) PMF-trie designs is the 
set of (a + 1 + %n, ~1 + 14, n, p + 2) PMF-trie designs with the additional contraints: 
1:: All nodes specifying attribute j (1 s j S21 + 1 + a) are at a single level. 
-2. The collection of direct descendents of any node except for those of levels 
61 , . . . 4 a specify 2 distinct attribute positions. In each collection of rQ + 2 direct 
descendents, one attribute labe1 appears exactly once while the other appears 
exactly @ + 1 time. 
t worst 
case 
average 
case 
0 27 27 
1 ,l C) 13 l/2 
2 9 5 
3 3 2 l/2 
4 1 1 
Fig. 1. An E&,,(l) PMF-trie design. 
We shall refer to thlese tries as Hap PMF-tries. An example of an &(l) design is 
given in Fig. 1. Thus, the Hpp (n) designs are a direct generalization of the binary 
G(n) trie designs of Esurkhard [7]. These designs have the property that the analysis 
of the worst case performance yields closed form expressions for the bounds on the 
worst case. Another generalization of the G(n) trie: designs [83 yields designs with 
better worst case perforinances; thus the H,+ (n) designs are primariIy of theoreti- 
cal interest, since thils alternate generalization yields better performance charac- 
teristics. The HUB designs are referred to as non-uniform designs due to the 
requirement hat p + 1 diescendents of a node have one attribute value while the 
remaining. noldes hay%re the other value. The other generalization [8] ensures 
uniformity; in fact, i(p + 2)/2] descendents have one value while the other 
KP + 2)/21 d escendents have the other. The intuition here is that uniform 
treatment of the attributes tends to minimize the worst case performance of 
designs. 
The next Ie:nma establishes the strict monotonicity of the worst case function o 
for the Hap family of designs. 
fmnma 2.L Let n, cy, and p be natural numbers. For any Hup (n) PMF-trie design 
nnd OWC2n+l+a! 
(fi + 2)o(n, t + 1) =w(n,t)>o(n,t + 1). 
r+l whit achieves o(rz, t + 1). eplace one speci 
th an asterisk to obtain a new query. his new query 
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achieves more than w(n, t + 1) pads, provided that the specified attribute was upon 
a bucket path within the ~(n, t + 1) count, since all /3 + 2 path segments now 
emerge from al: nodes labeled j. Hence @(at, t) > o (n, t + 1). 
Moreover, the uantity (p + 2)0(n, t + 1) must bound ~(n, t), sincl? replacing any 
specified attribute In q with an asterisk will result in a format of at most /3 + 2 at 
these nodes within the tree; since no label appears on a path from root to bucket 
mcce than one time, we must obtain (p + 2)0(n, t + 1) > a(n, t). I’ll 
mma 2.2 may be used to completely analyze the worst case performance of 
HE, @) and Ho,*( 1) designs: 
2=0(0,0)>w(0,1)= 1 
and 
4=W(1,o)>o(l,l)>w(l,2)>W(l,3)== 1 
consequently, 
o(O,t)=2-t OSWl, 
and 
o(1, t) = 4 - t Osts3. 
3. Analysis of performance 
The first phase of the analysis is concerned with the average SJ& time 
perfdxmance of the Has PMF-trie designs. 
Definition. For natural number cy, p, n, and t and HQB (n) PMF-trie T let 
ior 0 s t s 2n + I + CY where +(q, T) is the number of buckets in T inspected to 
respond to query q and 
N,&,t)= IQ,1 = (2n +?l+7 (p +2)‘. 
Thus the average A& is computed assuming that all queries in Q, are equally 
probable. 
Let us begin by considering &e Ieftmost bucket within the H,.,(X) design of Fig. 
1; a query will crluse the bucket to be consulted if a”~ L d only if the following formula 
is satisfied. 
( al = 0 v al = *) A 
( a2 = 0 v a2 = *) A 
( a4 = 0 v a4 = 1 v a4 = a v a4 = *). 
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Now we can express this formula 
marks specified attributes, “ + ” 
attributes that are asterisks. Thus 
as a polynomial in which the indeterminate z 
marks ‘VI”, “.” mar s “I\~~, and “1” marks 
we obtain the polynomial 
p(z) = (1 + zj”(1 c 32 j 
in which the coefficient yt of z ’ indicates the number of queries in Q, which require 
that at least the leftmclst bucket be consulted. The same argument is valid for any 
bucket of the design; moreover, the same polynomial is obtained in each instance, 
Thus we obtain 
W(z) = c P&.1(1, t) * & 419 t) ’ 2 r 
t 
:= 33’p(z). 
e observe certain regularities, namely each bucket yields the same p(z) and that 
p(z) is a product of factors, each factor corresponding to an attribute. 
These observations follow for a general HpB (n,) design as well. There are 
n + CII + 1 attributes on a path to any particular bucket; these attributes can be 
either an asterisk or one particular value. The remaining y1 attributes can have any 
of /3 + 2 possible values or be an asterisk. Thus we obtain the polynomial 
p(z) = (1 i- Z)n+ff+l (1 + (p + 2)z)“. 
Since there are (p + 2jn+*+* buckets, we obtain 
= (p + 2)“+*+“(1 +z )n+l+a l (1 + (0 + 2)z)“. 
inally, we obtain 
(p + 2)’ ~ (” + f + “> (t ” i > (p + 2)-‘2 ‘9 
*- 
and 
e results of the previous analysis in the following theorem. 
natural nwnbers cv, /I3 :i a esig e average 
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The technique used to compute the average number of buckets considered per 
query in Q, may be used (with slight modi fication) to compute the average for the 
The average performance of the Hap designs satisfies the following inequality 
da@ (n, t) 3 (p + 2)In+l+a)(l-r/(2n+Ica)) OGtG2n+l+a. 
s inequality follows with an application of a mean value theorem [15] which says 
for any positive numbers qi such that ICI=0 qi ‘= 1 for any continuous convex function 
(li(x ). Here we let 
Xi = i, 
4 (“+t’*)(t”i> 
i =- ‘2n -; 1 -I- a! c ’ t > 
4(x) - (P +2)-“* 
Next we consider the worst case performance of the Hap(n) designs. The upper 
bound is dealt with first. Let 
w&t)= The maCmum number of buckets consulted in an op(n) design to 
respond to a query with t keys specified when the attribute of the root 
of the trie is specified within the query 1 s t G 2n t 1, and 
w *(n, t) = The maximum number of buckets consulted in an oP (n) design to 
resoond to a query with t keys specified when the attribute of the root 
of the trie is not specified within the query 0 s t s 21-r. 
Then we have t e following recurrences. 
wn(n + 1, t) = w *(r&O) pste 
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The wn recurrence follows since we may ‘*hide” 1 specified attribute on the first 
level of the trie leaving no more than max(0, t - 2) attributes to distribute over the 
remaining subtrie. Th? w * recurrence follows since it simply considers all four 
possible arrangements of specified and non-specified attributes of level 1 within the 
trie. 
Now we define an auxiliary recurrence which is used in expressing our solution to 
the wD and w * recurrences. 
Let 
g, = (p + l)g,-r + gt-2, t 2 2 
go= -p, g,=l 
and a 
I 
(p + 2)“+‘g1+3 Oatan, 
u(Y2, t) = (B + 2)‘-“g3n+3-2r nGtal+ [n/21, 
(p f 2)2n+*-c [n/21 + n StG2ni-1. 
Then we have the fol!owing lemma which presents the solution to the w .+ and wD 
recurrences. 
Lemma 3.2. FOT any natural number n 
w,,(n +l,t)= u(n + l,t) 0s t S2n, 
w&+l,t)=u(n,O) t = 1, 
= ti!(n,t -2) 2GtG2n+3, 
and 
w*(rn +lI,tpw,(PI+l,t) lGtG2n+2. 
roof, The proof proceeds via a mathematical induction on n. For n = 0, we have 
th.at 
w *(l,O) = gp + 2)2 = u(l,O), 
w *(I, 1) = 1 + ($3 + l)(@ + 2) = u(1, 1), 
w,(1,2)93+2=u(l,2) and 
MID (1, 1) = p + 2 = u (0, 0), 
M,o(l,2)= p +2- u(O,O), 
1,3)= II = u(O,l). 
Furthermore, we note thsit 
of t 
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gt = (p + 1)&-l + gt-2 
and 
go = - P, 
= 
Passing to generating functions, we have 
G(z) = c grz’ = (-(p2+/3+l)z+p)/(22+(p+l)z-l) 
and g, is O(((l/(@ + l)‘+ 4 + p + 1)/Z?)‘). We also note that 
(p + 2jgt-2 s g, G (p + 2)g,-, for t 2 3. 
Now we assume that the lemma holds for p1 s k and consider the case y1 = k + 1. 
First we consider the wD recurrence and corresponding inductive hypotheses. 
WD(k+l,l)=w*(k,O)==u(k,O), 
WD(k + 1,2)= w,(k,O)-- u(k,O), 
wD(k + l,t)=maX{Wo(k,t -2), w,(k,t -2)) 
= w,(k,t -2)= u(k,t -2), 
WD(k + 1,2k +3)= 1 = u(k,2k + 1). 
Thus we have that 
I u (k, 0) 
t=l 
WD(k * i,t) = 
u(k,t -2) 2sts2k+3, 
and a portion of the induction step has been carried out. 
Second, we consider the w * recurrence and the carresponding 
w $(k + 1, t) = max{(p + 2)w ,(k, t), (p + 2)wD (k, t - jj, WD (k l) 
+ (p + f)w *(k, t - l), w ,(k, t - I)+ (p + ljw~ (k, t)). 
We have that 
(p + 2)w *(k, t) = 
((I + qk+l-‘gt+3 
(6 + 2)’ +‘-kg 3k +3-2t 
(p _t_ 2)2k+2-1 
Ostck, 
k St s k f [k/21, 
k f [k/21 et C!k + 1, 
(p + 2)wD (k, t - 1) = 
12 
(p + 1)w *(k, t - 1) = 
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w5 (k, t) = 
(p + 2)k+1-rgl+l 
(@ + 2)1-k-1g3k-2r+4 k + I s t s k + 1 + [(k - 1)/2], 
I (p + 2)2k-r+1 [(k - 1)/21 + k + 1 s t 6 2k + 1, 
(B 4‘” l)(P + 2)“-‘g3 t = 1, 
(P + VW5 (k9 0 = 
(p * I)# + 2)k+i-Cgt+* 2stsk-t-1, 
(p + r)(p +2)1-k-1 
g 3k +4-2t k + 1 s t e k -I” I+ [(k - 1)/21, 
(/3 + I.)@l + 2)2k+1-r k + 1+ [(k - I)/21 s te 2k + 1, 
and 
w ,(k, t - 1) = 
I 
(p + 2)k-f+1g1+2 lstsk+l, 
(p + 2)‘-1-kg3k+5-2t k+istsk+1+[k/21, 
(p + 2)=+2-t k+l+[k/21qs2k+2. 
Consequently, we may conclude that 
L 
w*(k-t_1,0)=(p+2)w,(k,O)=u(k+l,O) ka0, 
w *(k + 1,l) = max{(p + 2)‘g4, (p + l)(p + 2)k-‘g3} 
=(P+2)kg4=U(k+l,1) ka0, 
w *(k + I, 2) = max {(p + 2)“-‘gs, (/i? + 2)kg3, (p + 2)“-‘(sb + (p + l)g3)) 
= (p + 2)“~‘g5 =u(k + 1,2) k al, 
w *(k + 1, t) = max{@ + 2)k+‘-rg1+3, (/3 + 2)k+3-fgt, (/3+ 2)““-l((p + l)gr+l 
+ ,gr+2)) 
= (fi + 2)k+1-‘gl+3 L= u(k + 1, t) kw-1. 
r we have that 
,(k+l,t)=u(k+l,t) Ostc,;?-1. 
etermine that 
w *(k + 1, tj = !max {(p + 2~r-k-1g3k+6_2cr (p + 2)‘+1-kg3k+3-z1, 
(0 + 2)‘-k-1(g 3k +4-2t(@ + 1) + g 3k +.S-2t)> 
S -I- 
t-k-1 
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w ,(2m + 2,302 + 3) = max {(/3 + 2)rm+‘, (j3 + 2)m+2, (p + 2)“gJ 
qp +2y+*= u(2m +2,3~1 4-3). 
Now we consider the even k ; that is k = 2m. 
w,(2m + 1,3m i-l)= max{@ + 2)"",(/3 +2)"(g~+g~(p + 1)),(/3 +2)“g4} 
= (p + 2)“g4 = u(2m + 1,3m + 1) 
and 
w ,(2m 4- 1,3m + 2) = max {(/3 + 2)‘*-‘(p + 3), (/3 + 2)‘*+‘, (p + 2)“~‘g4} 
= (p + 2y-c’ = u(2m + 1,3m t-2). 
Thus we haye that 
w*(k + l,t)= u(k + l&I k + I s t s k + I+ [(k + 1)/2]. 
Finally, we have that 
W *(k + I_ t) = max {(p + 2)2t+‘-r, (/3 + 2)2k-1+2, (/3 + 2)Zk+‘-f (2p + 3)) 
=(p+2)2k+3-‘=U(k+l,t) k + 1 + [(k + 1)/21 s t 6 3k + 2. 
Thus, the second portion of the induction step has been carried out. 
The ,ast portion of the induction step involves demonstrating that the inequality 
between wD and w * is valid; that iS 
w,(k -t-l,t)aWD(k +l,t) lSr~2Ylt-2. 
We know thzi 
w,(k +l,t) = 
( (6 + 2)kr1-tgf+3 
(p -f- 2)t-k -jg3E. +fi-21 
(p + 2)*, +3-1 
and 
w,(k + 1, t) = 
(p + 2)k +*--lg, +, 
(I3 + 2)’ -k -2g.?k +7-21 
(p + 2)‘” +.1-r 
Consequently, we may conclude that 
W,(k + V) 2 wI,(k + l,t) 
v*(k + I,k +2)a+,(k +I,k +2) 
w* 
emma 2.2 holds. 
Qstck+l, 
k + 1 c t s k + 1 + [(k + 1)/2], 
[(k + 1)/2] + k +- 16 l s 2n + 2, 
t = 1, 
2<<t<k+2, 
k +2st sk +2+ [k/21, 
k +2+ [k/21 <t&k +3. 
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Let Uas be an upper bound upon the worst case performance for any Haa design; 
i.e. 
Use (n, 8) = max (0 (n, 01, 
where the maximum is taken over all Haa (n) designs. Then we have that 
C&,&,0)= (p +2)“+‘, ’ 
= w.+(n,t)=u(n,t) lGts2n, 
Uo,s (n, 2n + 1) = 1. 
Thus 
I 
(9 + 2)“31+3 OGtsn, 
I&,, (y1, t) = (P + 2)‘-7j+a+3-2r 3 6 f G n + [n/21, (3 1) . 
((3 -I- 2yn+l+ n+ [n/21<tG2n+l. 
Since this bound is constructive in the sense that all of the candidate worst case 
performance figures given within the analysis of w * and wD are attainable, the 
bound is tight and cannot be improved upon. 
As mentioned previously within the paper, one of the motivations for studying 
the family of non-uniform I&, designs is that it is possible to use the upper bounds 
on. the worst case performance of obtained above as upper bounds on the worst 
case performance of the (uniform) Hael designs of I3urkhard [8] that aspect of the 
nonuniform designs is now explored. In consonance with the notations of that 
companion paper we have that 
c7D,, l(n, t ) = worst case performance for an Ii o,P,1(n) design for queries with t 
keys specified including the root key 1 G t 6 2n + 2, 
worst case performance for an H 9, li I(n) design for queries with t 
keys specified but not the root key 0 G t G 2n. 
I’hen we observe that the upper bound on the worst case is 
t=O 
P. 1(n, 1’11 lstG2n 
t=2n+a. 
@, I recurrences are 
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U&3,& + 1, t) = max {[(p + 2)(1- i/2)1 US&n, t - i) 
04 G2 
+ l(P+2)i/2JUD,,(n,t-i+1), 
L(p + 2)(1- i/2)1 USC&b t - i + 1) 
+ [(p + 2)i 121 U&, *(n, t -. i + 1)) 
0 6 t G 2(n + 1). 
Both of these recurrences folloyv from the basic trie structure of the HnPt designs. 
Then we have the following le,nma. 
Lemma 3.3. For natural number n 
wD(n,t)a UQJn,t) lSt~2n4-I. 
and 
w dn, t) 2 US&, t) 0 s t s 2n. 
As an immediate consequence of the previous lemma, we have that 
which is the desired bounding relation for the worst case bound of the HaSK designs. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is by means of a mathematical induction on n. For 
n = 0, the result is trivial since 
and 
UDp, 1(0,1) = WD (0,l) = 1 
US& 1(0, i)) = w *(O,O) = /3 + 2. , 
Then we assume that the result holds for n s k and we conci4~ y1 = k: -t- 1. The 
) s wD (k + 1, t) relation follows very simply from the recurrences for 
each and the inductive hypothesis. Next we consider U&; the terms which we 
must majorire are 
The first two terms of this list are majorized immediately by ter 
recurrence. ‘ifhe 
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&ich follows since the left term corresponds to the attribute of the root of the trie 
not being specSed within a query while the right term corresponds to the converse. 
e are able to simplify the recurrence as the following lem 
r any natural numbers CI! and n 
(P + 2)UY., 0% 0 OStS202+1+a, 
a+l.&, t) = 
I t = 20 + 1 + (a! + l), 
~~~~~e UOp (n, t) is as giver iyn equation (3.1). L 
The lemma follows via an induction on cy. As we have previously seen in 
a.p(n,r)/U,,,(n, t + l)q3 +2 n c + <’ 3;;. u .- , 
consequently for (Y = 0 the result holds since Un,p(~~,2n -+2) = 1. 
may conclude that 
Moreover, we. 
UI.~ (4 t)Kb (n, t + 1) = be (n, t)/bp (n, t + 1) 
or 0 6 t S 2n ; accordingly 
l,p (n, t)KL,p (n, t + 1) s P + 2 OStS2Pt+B. 
us if we assume that 
U&V)W&(n,t + l)sp +2 OStG2n+a 
a at the Iemma holds for 0 s Q! s k - f then it follows (as above) that 
P (n, W&3 (n, t + 1) = Uhp (n, t)/U -I,p (n, t) 
sts2n+k-t and that 
(P + Wk -kp (n, t) OWQ2n+k, 
1 t=2n+l+k, 
at 
QStG2n+k. 
S 
rocee as 
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follows in the same manner as the Uap recurrence given above. Since these two 
recurrences have the same structure, the next theorem is immediate. 
. For any natural numbers CY,~, and n, U$,I(n, t)s U&I, t) for 
WrS2n+l+ar. 
One final observation concerning the UIs bound is that it is tight with respect o 
the I-LB designs presented here, since all of the candidate worst case performance 
figures are obtainable. 
ThK upper bound on the worst case performance for the HO,o designs given 
re% ~usly was seen to be tight since designs exist which achieve this bound. 
0 Never, Ho.o designs exist with worst case performances trictly beneath the 
boBJnd [8]. A general question of minimal worst case performance immediately 
arises; we will not answer that question here. The final phase of the analysis is 
co lcerned with lower bounds for the worst case performance of designs. A 
recurrence is determined which yields this lower bound. 
Let ZQa be a lower bound on the worst case performance of any Ha, PMF-trie 
design; that is 
lap (n, t) = min{o, (n, t)} 
ere the minimur,r is taken over all Hrp (n) designs; then we have that 
la0 (n + 1, t) G max {(p + 2)1,, (n, t), LO (n, t - 2), [(P + Wb 0% t -- 111 }a 
Thi:; inequality follows since the three terms correspond to the number of specified 
at’tributes on the n + 1 + 41 level of the trie; the first ((p -I- 2)ZaP (n, t)) occurs when 
no attributes are speciried within the bottom level Q the trie. The second 
(lap (n, t - 2)) occurs when both attributes of the bottom level of the trie are 
specified and the final term is no greater than 
(p + 2) yr,, (Ez, t - 1)/21 + pap (n, t - l)!2! (3.2) 
m’hich is the bound \qhen the bucket paths evenly split between t
nspecified nodes of the (n + 1 + cy )th level of the trie w en exactly one 0 
attributes of the leve are specified. e write this inequality as an e 
e resulting recurrence to obtain our bound; t 
he recurrence t 
The f&owing lemma gives the solution to the recurrence 
where 
%fag (t + 1) = [(@ + 3)2%s (01 t al, 
q&O)= (p + ,),+I. 
The proof follows via a mathema~tical induction upon FL First we note that 
%& (t + 2) B (p + 2)%8+ (t) for all natural1 numbers t. 
For n = 0 we have 
i&4 (Ot 0) = (p + 2*)cl+* = gep i(O), 
f@ (0, t ) = (p + 2y+‘-’ lGaSl+ar. 
And the base case is correct. Now we assume that the result holds for 0 G n + 1 s k 
and we consider k = rt + 1. 
Z&,t)=max{(p+2jl&k -l,t),l&k -&t-Z:), [(p +3)/Z&k -&t-1)1), . 
-= max {(p + 2~k7!Y~P (t), (p + 2)k+*-c%zB (t - 2), 
[(a + W(P -+ 2)k-c%x/3 0 - 1)lL 
= (p + 2)k-'%ap (t) Oatsk-1, 
Z~p(k,t)=max{(p+2)Z~& -l,t),L& -l,t-2), [(P +3)/2L~(k-lJ-4) 
= IIMX {(p + 2)$&p (2k - 2 - t), +%, (2k - t), T(P f 3)/2%+ (2k - 1~ t)] 1 
= %as (2k - t) k+lsta2k-2, 
Lo ::k, 2k - 1) = max {( + 2)&3 (k - 1,2k - I), lap (k - 1,2k - :I), 
[(P + :3)/21,, (k - L2k - 2)1) 
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Zap (k, t) = max (((3 t 
= max {(p t 
2)l,p(k -l,t&j(k -Lt-2), [(P +3)/2Ld~ - bt -311 
2)2k+yp + 2)2k+'+a--r,(P -I- 3)/2(p + 2)2k+a-t; 
= (p + 2)2k+l+a-t 2k<t~2k+l+-a. 
In the above discussion we have tacitly assumed that&Zap (n,t) is 0 whenever t is 
negative or at least 2n + 2. Thus the lemma follows. 3 
The lower bound E_P is not tight as we have seen in the above analysis. However, 
cur interest in this bounding function is thz? it also lower bounds the worst case 
formance of the (uniform) Hap, designs. We define &,, as the lower bound on 
the worst case performance of the HapI designs; i.e. Iz&n, t) = min {w (.ul, t)) where 
the minimum is taken over the family of Hap,(n) designs. Then we have that 
1,Hp,(n -b1, t) = max {(p + 2) [(1 - i/2)1,,~(& t - i)] + li/21,&, t - i)l} 
OSi 62 
and 
OStS2(n+l)+l+cu 
l&(0, t) = (6 +- ,),+‘-’ OStGa+l, 
Now we notice that the recurrences for 1 fpl and daP are essentially identical except 
for the i = 1 teAm within Z$*. However, as noted for expression (3.2), the i = 1 term 
of I:@: is lower bounded by the [(/3 + 3)1,,/21 term of lap. Thus we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. For nr,iural r,umbers cy, /3, and n 
ZFpl(n, t) 2 ;af3 (n, t) OStS2n+l+ff. 
We may give very sharp estimates for Iup. The recurrence 
$3 (t :- 1) = (p + 3)%p (t)/2 t al, 
gap(o)= (p +2)“+l, 
is used to estimate 9YuP. Here we have 
gafl(t) = (p + 3)‘(p + 2y+‘/2’ t 20. 
The final phase of the analysis is concerned wi 
the estimate fo4* 
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and that our estimate of the lower bound IfiP is 
OP +2) ” L’+“(( /3 + 3)/2(p + 2))‘. 
Then writing both expressions as polynomials fn p + 1 allows a term-by-term 
comparison o>f boL, with the Zap terms at ?east as large :PS the &a terms. Ht:nce the 
bound rest.&. In a similar manner, we may show that 
for ali natural numbers and @. This follows by expanding both numer;ltcr and 
denominator 3s polynomials in p + 2. 
The results of our preceding analyses are summarized in the following theorem. 
For natural numbers CY, p, and n and any Hap design the worst case 
Lv (n,t) scltisfies 
0 a *vY (n, t) s 1 
(p + 2)“+“-*&3 Oa~n 
ip + 2)‘+n-ng3n+3-2t nGtSl;+ [n/21, 
(P + 2)2n+*+a-1 n+ [n/21 StG2n+l+ar 
where gi is the it%l number of the sequence 
& = (p + l)gi-1 + gi-2 i32 ? 
go = - p, 
g, = 1, 
and 
(p + 2)“+‘+a-l (0 -t 3)‘;2’ Owe2, 
w(n,t) 3 
I 
(p + 3)tn-t(p + 2)(r+l/Z2n-r nWG2n, 
t (p + 2)2n+I+a-t 2nQS2?vi-l+cw. 
The average case plerformance AaP (n, t) saA!isfies 
J&p (n, a) G (p + 2)n*1+a-t((p -I- 3)/Z) Oasn, 
f c> 272+ldfd2n+l$-CY, 
= 1. 
of tke performance figures for the designs 
indication of the per 
rest.& which is not wi 
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Empirical evidence suggests the validity of this statement but no general proof has 
been found; however, proofs for the cases t = ~1, y1 + 1, and 2n have been found. 
Finally, we observe that the lower bound Zap is not ti ht and consequently 
properly bounds the average case performance away from the worst case for n 3 t. 
Hence, there are no J&p designs with equal average and worst case performance 
figures. 
Plots of the upper bound on the worst case performance and lower bound on the 
average are given in Fig. 2. A comparison with the obvious projection hash 
functions which use the first r, +- 3 t a digits of the records/queries as bucket 
ad lresses may be drawn. The PMF tableaux for such design always have k - w 
c6umns of asterisks only. The example given eariier in the paper is such a hash 
Q.tuction. In OLii situation here, for 0 G t s II the worst cast: performance is 
maximum and equals ((3 + 2)nf’+Y 
log, +,(bound) 
n+l+cr 
i ---- 
7 
\ 
‘--_ ii 
--,_ 
\ 
7 \ \ 
n = 50 
p=2 
(Y= 0 
t/(2n + 1 + C.I!) 
i 
ii 
.“. 
111 
iv 
V 
projection hash fulxtion worst case 
HOP trie worst cas: upper bound 
p trie worst case lower bound 
Hap trie average case 
H,+ trie average case sower boun 
-ig. 2. 
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4. Summary and conch&n 
A new family of partial-match filz designs has been presented. An interesting 
aspect of these designs is that the worst case prformance bounds for this f;rmily 
actually we bounds for a much larger (more useM) family of designs. Thus, the 
bounds are very conservative. Moreover, “cllosed form” expressions may be given 
for these bounds. ‘This is- not currently the case for the ELailc designs of [8]. The 
aaalysis presemed yiel,ds an exact expression for the average case performance. In 
the binary (p = 0) design, Rivest [20] .has &own that this average is minimal for all 
balanced hash functiona, It is not known whether the average is minimal for p > 0. 
The upper bound on the worst case performances is known to be tight. The 
preciseness of the lower bound for the worst case performance is an open question 
for all a and /3 and there do exist H PMF designs with worst case running times 
strictly beneath the upper bound [9]. 
Thus, at this juncture, there exists a complete family of partial-match file designs 
[8] with good worst cast: performance behaviors, known (possibly minimal) average 
case behaivior, and etraightforward implementations and search algorithms. In spite 
of our incomplete analytic results for these designs, the worst case prformance of 
these designs is evidently better than that of the obvious “projection” hash 
functions. 
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